Safety Look-Out Training and Responsibilities

1) The Safety Look-Out assists the Safety Driver with Safe Operation of the Vehicle
   • Ensuring the safety of the people in and around the vehicle, the vehicle itself and the facility
   • Ensuring the area all around the vehicle is clear because the Safety Driver’s visibility is restricted

2) When Safety Driver shouts “CLEAR” that is when your responsibilities start
   **Make sure:**
   • You are outside standing outside the vehicle, not riding
   • You remove the wheel chocks
   • You unplug the vehicle charging cable
   • There is nothing in the path of the vehicle
   • Everyone is clear of the vehicle
   • Everyone around is paying attention

3) Then reply by shouting “READY”
   • However, your job still continues:
     • Look out for people moving around
     • Look out for other people/equipment entering the bay through doors, etc.

4) If at any time you think safety may be compromised **YELL “STOP”**

5) If Safety Driver doesn’t hear you or time is short – press one of the of the Emergency Buttons (Note: this does not stop the vehicle but only disengages the computer)

6) Upon normal completion of an experiment the Safety Driver then shouts “OK” people can then approach vehicle to discuss issues with the experiment and troubleshoot

7) The next experiment starts with Safety Driver shouting “CLEAR”